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The film was the second film that he worked with his father, Director S. Shankar. And like his
previous films "Ambikapathy", "Anbe Sivam", "Sigaram Thalai Kanden" and "Sakalakala Vallavan",

"Amar Akbar Anthony" became a massive success and is considered a milestone in Shankar's career.
There have been four remakes of the film. The third and the latest is produced by his son Sarath
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download the app & watch entertaining bollywood movies, web-series,. amar akbar anthony (hd) -
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hit, writer-director-producer a. clarke (cloverfield, warcraft) gives a fresh spin on the classic coming-
of-age story. the film starts off at a mental hospital, where sienna (beckinsale) is stuck there due to
the suicide of her brother. while she is let out for one day, she is brought back after breaking out of
the institution and going on a violent rampage. the film is a remake of the greek drama of the same
name, featuring sam worthington, elizabeth olsen, mary elizabeth winstead and chloe grace moretz,
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